Let k be a nonzero, commutative ring with 1, and let R be a k-algebra with a countably-infinite ordered free k-basis B = {pn: n~>0}. We characterize and analyze those bases from which one can construct a k-algebra of 'formal B-series' of the form f= ~c,p,, with cn Ek, showing inter alia that many classical polynomial bases fail to have this property.
Introduction
Let k be a nonzero, commutative ring with 1, and let R be a k-algebra with a countably-infinite ordered free k-basis B = {Pn: n>~0}. Define a family of coefficients {i,~ }B by PiPj = ~-~ Pn.
(
1) n>lO
It is clear that, for all i,j>~O, #{n: (i,nj.}B •0} is finite. If it is also the case that, for all n >t O, is finite, we say that B is finitary. Every finitary k-basis B of R gives rise to a k-algebra of 'formal B-series' f = ~ c, pn, c, Ek, (2) n>~O the product of two such series being given by the formula i>~O 
\j>~O ] n>~O i,j>~O I t, j JB
We regard f, as given by (2) , as a kind of abstract generating function of the k-sequence {cn} relative to the k-basis {p~}.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we establish necessary and sufficient conditions for a given basis to be finitary (Theorem 1). It follows that if k is a field and R is the polynomial ring k [xl ..... x,] , then any k-basis consisting of homogeneous polynomials is finitary. In particular, the bases consisting of "standard monomials" ( [1, 5] ) fall into this category. Theorem 1 also furnishes a recipe for constructing a number of finitary k-bases of the polynomial ring R = k [x] . On the other hand, it enables us to show that many classical families of polynomials, including Abel polynomials, exponential polynomials, and all families of orthogonal polynomials, fail to be finitary. It is thus understandable that none of these polynomial families has ever been employed in combinatorics as a basis for generating functions (cf. [8, p. 370] ). We also show (Theorem 2) that the only finitary Appell families {A,} of polynomials over a field k of characteristic zero are given by A, = c(x -u) ' , where c, uEk.
In Section 3 we give a rigorous account of the k-algebra of formal B-series defined by (2) and (3) by showing that this k-algebra is the completion of R with respect to a certain linear topology naturally associated to the basis B (Theorem 3). Any basis B={p,: n~>0} of R, finitary or not, induces a sequence (Vj)j~0 of free k-submodules of R, where ~ := Zr>/j kP r, with R = V0 > Vi > "" > Vj > Vj+I > "-" and
[']j>_-0 Vj={0}. Taken as a neighborhood basis of zero, (Vj)j>_,0 induces a topology on R. The multiplication of R is uniformly continuous with respect to this topology precisely when B is finitary. When k is a field and R is the polynomial ring k [x] , it is in fact the case that every Hausdorff linear topology on R comes from some finitary basis. In such a case we show (Corollary 3) that there is a fairly restricted family o~ of finitary k-bases of k [x] having the property that for every finitary k-basis {p,}, there exists at least one basis {f,} in ,~ such that the associated {p,}-series and {fn}-series are isomorphic. In particular, if k is algebraically closed, {f,} may be chosen so that deg f, =n and f~lf~+l for all n. We conclude Section 3 with a brief account of formal Dirichlet series.
In Section 4 we develop tools for a detailed analysis of the structure of finitary bases of a polynomial ring R = k [x] . A nondecreasing function a : rR ---+ N is called a bound of the basis B if, for all quadruples (n,m,i,j) with O<~m~n and max{i,j} >a(n), we have rcm(pipj)= 0. Such a bound clearly exists if and only if B is finitary. For finitary B the order 2 of B is defined by 2(n)= min{a(n): a is a bound of B}. If P, lP,+I for all n, then tr(n)= n. In Theorem 5 we give an explicit equational criterion for a function a to be a bound of B, showing in particular that tr(n)>~n. This enables us to prove that if k is an integral domain, then the function tr(n)--n + 1 cannot be the order of any finitary basis of k [x] . We leave unresolved the larger question of whether any linear function other than the identity function can serve as the order of a finitary basis, as well as the interesting, if less well defined, problem of furnishing the order function with a salient combinatorial interpretation.
Finitary k-bases
In what follows B={pn} is a free k-basis of R, with {i~j}8 defined by (1). For 9 E R, let rc,(,q) E k be the p,-component of 9. In particular, 
with Ij being the ideal generated by Vs. n (iii)=~(i). From (iii) we shall show that, for each n E ~, {id}B =0 for all i~>0 and all j>>.fl(a(n + 1)), from which it follows by Lemma 2 that B is finitary.
We have from (iii) that V#(~n+1))C_J~(.+1)C_ V~+I for all n E [~. Since Iij<~(n+l)) is the ideal generated by the set V¢(~(n+l)), we have It~(~(.+l))_CJ~(n+l) and hence It~(~(.+l)) C V~+I for all n E ~. Thus, fpj E V.+I for all f E R and all j >>.fl(a(n +1)), 
. Then fPu(t) = ~i>~o cifiPP(t) ~-~i>~O cipta(t)+i, whence [U(t) C V~(t) C Vt, since #(t)>~t. []
In particular, any family {p~} such that deg(pn)=n, the coefficient of x n in p, of the form ~' ~ (n)' and q-generalizations thereof, have in fact been employed in the combinatorial analysis of covers [4] . Another noteworthy consequence of the above corollary is that any finite set of polynomials having mutually distinct degrees and whose leading coefficients are units of k, can be extended to a finitary k-basis of k [x] .
There exist finitary bases not satisfying the property mentioned in the above corollary. For example, the sequence {p, } where Po = 1, p2"+1 = x(x 2 +x+ 1 )2m for all m >/0 and p2" = (x2+ 1)(x 2 +x + 1) 2"-2 for all m/> 1 is clearly a free k-basis of the polynomial ring k [x] . It is easy to verify that I,+3 C_ V~ for all n~>0. Hence {pn} is finitary. Here, in fact, for each n >~ 1, Pn+l fails to be divisible by p,.
A second corollary of Theorem 1 states a simple necessary condition for {p,} C R = k[x] to be finitary.
Corollary 1.2. Assume R=k[x], where x is an indeterminate over k. Let {pn} be a free k-basis of k[x], with (It)t>.o the associated chain of ideals defined by (5). Let dt be the minimum of the degrees of nonzero elements of It. If {p~} is finitary, then limt --. go dt = ~.
Proof. Let 6t be the minimum of the degrees of nonzero elements of Vt. Clearly 6t <<.¢3t+1 for all t E I~l. For {Pn} finitary there exists by Theorem 1 a function a: ~ ~ such that I,(t) C Vt for all t E N. Hence d,(t) >>. 6t. It suffices to show that the sequence {fit} is not bounded above. 
with an, bn, cn in k, is finitary since gcd{pt, pt+l} = 1, and so dt =0 for all t E ~. In particular, no family of orthogonal polynomials [2, p. 773] can be finitary.
The Abel polynomials {qn}, defined by qo = 1 and qn =x(x + n) n-I for n~> 1, with dt : 1 for all t/> I, also fail to be finitary.
As for the exponential polynomials {en}, (here k is the field C of complex numbers) defined by Let # denote a positive integer such that I t` C_ Vm. Clearly # >~ m. Let n denote the greatest integer such that It` C_ Vn. Then, we must have m ~< n <~ #. If # > n then, there exists an h E It`\V,+l. Clearly h =aA~ +~ for some 0 ~a E k and ~h E/I,+1. Observe that both h,~k are divisible by (x -u) "+l-m+e. This is absurd since An is not divisible by (x-u) n+l-'+e. Consequently, n = kt, i.e., I u = V~. Now we can find al,a2 E k such that (x -u)A, = alAt` + a2At`+l. Dividing by the common factor (x -u) e+t`-m we obtain
(X --u)Ht` = alHt` + a2(x --u)Ht`+l.
Since (x -u) and H u are coprime, al =0, i.e., Hu=azHt`+l. The Appell condition DxA~+I =(/1 + 1)At` leads to the equation
(e + # + 1 -m)Ht`+l + (x --u)(DxHt`+l)=(# + 1)H u =a2(# + 1)H,+I.
Once again the coprimality of (x -u) and Ht`+t allows us to deduce DxHt,+l = O. Since chark =0, Ht`+l must be a constant. Thus At,+l----c(x-u) e+t`+l-" with c E k. 
Completions
In this section we identify the formal series ring associated to a finitary basis B as the completion of R with respect to a linear topology associated to B. Our reference for the basics of topological rings and their completions is [3] . Moreover, if J} E J,, for all i>>.n then, {J;} is a null-sequence. Two cauchy-sequences {fi} and {9i} are equivalent if {J; -9i} is a null-sequence. Our k-algebra S can be thought of as the set of equivalence classes of cauchy-sequences with componentwise addition and multiplication. 
Theorem 3. The k-algebra of formal B-series is k-isomorphic to S.
Proof. Map a formal B-series f := ~-~aiPi to the equivalence class of the standardsequence {ft} where ft=)-~o<~i<<taiPi for all t~>0. By the above lemma this map is one-one, onto. The map is clearly k-linear. Let 9:= ~"~bipi be formal B-series and say fg := ~ ciPi. Consider the associated standard-sequences {fi}, {9i}, and {(fg)i}. Write M as a 3 x 3 block-matrix [M&a, n)] in such a way that A43l(a,n) =M(a(n),n) and the diagonal blocks Mii(c,n) are square matrices. Then, using the notation of Lemma 5, we have Md(a(n),n) =Mst(a,n) cd). Note that &(a,n) is a (a(n) -n) x (a(n) -n) matrix. By Corollory 4, Md(a(n),n) =0 for all d 30 if and only if M@(n), n) = 0, M32(a,n)M22(a,n)dn/i2,(a,n)=0 for O,<d<a(n) -n -1.
Combining (*) with Lemma 6 we get the following. (ii) a(n)>n for n E N, and the condition (*) holds for all n such that a(n + 1.
Proof. Straightforward. 0
We proceed to extract the set of equations satisfied by the rth row of M. Define 
